
Fire Extinguishers

fire extinguishers

fire blankets



Turbo Spray
A specially formulated additive that
dramatically increases water’s fire fighting
capability in three ways:

• Cooling effect as with water

• Chemical reaction creating rapid knock down

• Sealing action reducing the risk of re-ignition

Lightweight

The three litre Turbospray has a 13A fire
rating, which is the same performance as
an ordinary nine litre water, so providing a
100% weight advantage. Being smaller
and lighter it is easier to use when weight
is an important consideration.

An additional feature of the nozzle is that it
enables this range to pass the 35Kv
conductivity test and allows them to be
safe if used on fire risks in the close
proximity of live electrical equipment.

Specification
Operation: Squeeze grip - Controllable discharge.

Manufactured to BS EN3:1996 BSI Kitemark and 
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ANT03104    3 Litres     432mm x161mm      5.9kg     3m      25secs  13A

ANT06104    6 Litres     533mm x181mm    10.4kg     4m      60secs     21A

Water
Ordinary combustible materials

Water extinguishers are suitable for class A
fires involving carbonaceous materials such
as burning wood, paper, cloth etc. Water
extinguishes by cooling the fire, so that
insufficient heat remains to sustain burning
and prevents glowing embers from
re-kindling.

Specification
Operation: Squeeze grip - Controllable discharge.

Manufactured to BS EN3:1996 BSI Kitemark and 
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ANW09104 9 Litres     620mm x200mm    14.3kg     7m      60secs  13A

ANW09004 9 Litres     620mm x200mm     15kg     7m      56secs     13A

All extinguishers are kitemarked to BS EN3:1996 and carry a five year warranty.



Tri-Class Foam
Ordinary combustible materials and
flammable liquids

Ideal for situations where both class A and
class B fire risks are likely to be found.
Tri-class Foam extinguishers containing
Aqueous Film Forming Foam (AFFF) are
particularly suitable for class B type fires
involving flammable liquids such as burning
petrol, oil, fats, solvents and paints, but are
also the equal of water for ordinary
combustibles.

The unique jet/spray nozzle ensures a good
throw of foam which provides rapid fire
knockdown and has a blanketing effect
which both smothers the flame and
prevents re-ignition of flammable vapours
by sealing the surface of the material. An
additional feature of the nozzle is that it
enables this range to pass the 35Kv
conductivity test and allows them to be
safe if used on fire risks in the close
proximity of live electrical equipment.

Specification
Operation: Squeeze grip - Controllable discharge.

Manufactured to BS EN3:1996 BSI Kitemark and

Multi-Purpose Dry Powder
Ordinary combustible materials, flammable
liquids, flammable gas

Multi-Purpose Dry Powder Fire
Extinguishers are a safe, versatile and easily
used medium suited to all high risk
environments or where the fire hazards are
mixed. They are particularly suited to
spillages of flammable liquids and fires
involving flammable gases such as propane
and butane. They are ideal for fires in
vehicles.

ABC Powder is a non conductor of
electricity and will provide the operator
with a heat shield and extremely fast
knockdown.

Specification
Operation: Squeeze grip - Controllable discharge.

Manufactured to BS EN3:1996 BSI Kitemark and

BC, Monnex and Metal Fire Powder also available.
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ANF01104 1 Litre        320mm x80mm      1.5kg    2.3m     14secs  5A 21B

ANF02104 2 Litres     450mm x108mm      3.2kg    4.5m    21.4secs    8A 55B

ANF03104 3 Litres     432mm x161mm      5.8kg   5m       13secs     8A 70B

ANF06104 6 Litres     533mm x180mm     10.5kg 5m      36secs    13A 183B

ANF09104 9 Litres     610mm x200mm     14.5kg     5m      53secs    21A 183B

ANF06004 6 Litres     506mm x180mm     10.7kg     5m      26secs    13A 183B

ANF09004 9 Litres     620mm x200mm     14.9kg     5m      49secs    21A 183B
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ANP01104 1kg         280mm x90mm      1.5kg     4m        8secs  5A 34B   C
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ANP02104 2kg        327mm x110mm     3.2kg    4m     9.5secs    13A 89B

ANP04104 4kg        415mm x160mm     6.7kg     6m      12secs     21A 113B

ANP06104 6kg        505mm x160mm     9.1kg 6m      16secs     27A 183B

ANP09104 9kg        603mm x180mm    13.6kg    7m      16secs     43A 233B

ANP01214 12kg       590mm x200mm    16.9kg    7m      20secs     55A 233B

ANP04004 4kg        448mm x160mm  7.3kg     5m     14.5secs   21A 113B

ANP06004 6kg        527mm x160mm   9.9kg     6m      21secs     27A 144B

ANP09004 9kg        595mm x180mm     14.1kg    6m      26secs    43A 233B



Carbon Dioxide
Flammable liquids and
electrical/electronic hazards

CO2 Gas is ideal for use in modern
office environments for all
electronic risks such as computers,
photocopiers and in manufacturing
industries where oils, spirits,
solvents and other flammable
materials are used.

The gas is inert and non-damaging,
showing no trace after dispersal.

Specification
Operation: Squeeze grip - Controllable
discharge.
Manufactured to BS EN3:1996
BSI Kitemark and
Cylinders conform to BS 5045: Part 8: 2000

Fire Blankets
Fire Blankets offer a highly cost
effective means of providing
primary protection on small
localised fires in kitchens,
laboratories, workshops etc.

Manufactured to BS EN1867:1997
and supplied in a neat PVC
container with quick release action.

Fryguard Wet
Chemical
Flammable liquids specifically
cooking oils and fats

Fryguard is a wet chemical which
has been designed specifically to
tackle fires involving high
temperature cooking oils and fats
which cannot be successfully
tackled using conventional
extinguishants.

BS 7937:2000 established a new
Class F classification for fires
involving cooking oils. Fryguard wet
chemical is delivered as a fire spray
via a long lance. On contact with
the oil or fat it soponifies, causing a
thick impenetrable blanket to form,
rapidly extinguishing the fire.

Specification
Operation: Squeeze grip - Controllable
discharge.
Manufactured to BS 7937:2000
BSI Kitemark and
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ANC02106 2kg        535mm x111mm    4.74kg     3m      12secs  34B

ANC05105 5kg        670mm x152mm   10.85kg 3m      15secs     55B
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CNA 01108 1000mm x1000mm

CNA 02208 1200mm x1200mm

CNA 07708 1800mm x1200mm

CNA 02808 1800mm x1750mm
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ANF16104 6 Litres     650mm x180mm    12.1kg     5m      35secs  13A 75F

Kidde Fire Protection Services
400 Dallow Road
Luton
Bedfordshire LU1 1UR UK

Tel +44 (0) 1582 413694
Fax +44 (0) 1582 402339
email  kiddefps@kiddefps.com
www.kiddefps.com

In line with our policy of continual development and
improvement of products, we reserve the right to

upgrade and amend product specification without
prior notice.
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